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current research centers on the historical roots of institutional corruption in the development of
prescription drugs and its consequences.
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Systemic risk is an intriguing field of modeling and theory, and this lecture begins by offering
some conceptual suggestions for making it more grounded. Whose risks are being considered
and whose risks are overlooked? What are the interdependencies of risk allocation in the
development and use of pharmaceutical in light of other industries will be provided and
discussed, along with selected examples. One example concerns an extension of Hirschman's
Exit, Voice, and Loyalty, where patients facing no-exit risks organized their voices and lowered
the systemic configuration of risks for all parties. Another will concern the role of patents in
reducing risk for pharmaceutical research companies but at substantial costs to others. Finally,
the changing role of patents for drugs, in reducing risks for some parties and increasing risks for
others, is undergoing significant change and is ripe for global systemic risk analysis.
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